Chapter 156

(Senate Bill 298)

AN ACT concerning

Motor Vehicle Administration—Temporary Registration Plates—Regulations
Vehicle Laws—Dealers—Financing or Leasing Agreements

FOR the purpose of requiring the Motor Vehicle Administration to adopt regulations to govern the issuance of a temporary registration plate to a vehicle buyer that accepts delivery of the vehicle before all the agreements of the parties become final; and generally relating to regulations governing the issuance of temporary registration plates requiring that a certain notice be provided to a buyer purchasing a vehicle through dealer-arranged financing or leasing before approval of a third-party financial institution has been received; requiring a dealer to notify a buyer in writing if the terms of a certain financing or lease agreement are not approved by a third-party finance source within a certain period of time; requiring a buyer to return a vehicle to a dealer within a certain period of time under certain circumstances; authorizing a dealer to repossess a vehicle in accordance with certain provisions of law under certain circumstances; authorizing a dealer and a buyer to agree on new financing or leasing terms under certain circumstances; authorizing a dealer or a buyer to cancel a sale under certain circumstances; requiring a dealer to return any trade-in vehicle, down payment, and titling fee or and excise tax, dealer processing charge, and any other fee, tax, or charge to a buyer if a certain sale is canceled; prohibiting a dealer from charging a fee to a buyer for the use of a vehicle if a certain sale is canceled; requiring a dealer to maintain certain required security for a vehicle until a certain financing or lease agreement is approved by a third-party finance source; prohibiting a buyer from waiving the rights established by this Act; stating that certain provisions of law apply to a financing or lease agreement between a dealer and a buyer; making a violation of this Act an unfair and deceptive trade practice; establishing that a dealer that is found guilty of an unfair and deceptive trade practice is subject to certain enforcement and penalty provisions; and generally relating to sales contracts and financing or leasing agreements for vehicles.

BY repealing and reenacting, with amendments,
Article—Transportation
Section 13–602
Annotated Code of Maryland
(2012 Replacement Volume and 2014 Supplement)

BY repealing and reenacting, with amendments,
Article—Commercial Law
Section 13–301(14)(xxviii)
Annotated Code of Maryland
(2013 Replacement Volume and 2014 Supplement)
BY repealing and reenacting, without amendments,
   Article – Commercial Law
   Section 13–301(14)(xxix) and (15)
   Annotated Code of Maryland
   (2013 Replacement Volume and 2014 Supplement)

BY adding to
   Article – Commercial Law
   Section 13–301(14)(xxx)
   Annotated Code of Maryland
   (2013 Replacement Volume and 2014 Supplement)

BY adding to
   Article – Transportation
   Section 15–311.3
   Annotated Code of Maryland
   (2012 Replacement Volume and 2014 Supplement)

SECTION 1. BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF MARYLAND,
That the Laws of Maryland read as follows:

   Article – Commercial Law

13–301.

Unfair or deceptive trade practices include any:

   (14) Violation of a provision of:

      (xxviii) Title 12, Subtitle 10 of the Financial Institutions Article;
      [or]

      (xxix) Title 19, Subtitle 7 of the Business Regulation Article; or

   (XXX) Section 15–311.3 of the Transportation Article; or

   (15) Act or omission that relates to a residential building and that is
        chargeable as a misdemeanor under or otherwise violates a provision of the Energy
        Conservation Building Standards Act, Title 7, Subtitle 4 of the Public Utilities Article.

   Article – Transportation

15–311.3.
For a buyer purchasing a vehicle through dealer-arranged financing or leasing before approval of a third-party institution has been received, the following notice shall be provided to the buyer in a separate document and signed by the dealer and the buyer:

“FOR FINANCE OR LEASE SALES: The financing or lease agreement you entered into with the dealer is not final and must be approved by a third-party financial institution. If the terms are approved, the sale cannot be canceled. If the terms are not approved, the dealer must notify you in writing within 4 days of delivery of the vehicle to you, and you or the dealer may cancel this sale. If the sale is canceled, the vehicle delivered to you must be returned to the dealer in the same condition it was given to you, except for normal wear and tear, within 2 days of your receipt of a written notice of the third-party rejection. Unless you and the dealer both voluntarily agree on new different terms for the sale, any down payment, titling fee, excise tax, or dealer processing charge, or any other fee, tax, or charge associated with the transaction, and any trade-in vehicle, in the same condition in which the dealer received the vehicle, will be returned to you immediately and you may not be charged a fee for use of the vehicle that was the subject of the sale. You may not waive any of these rights. If you feel the dealer has failed to comply with the terms of this notice, you may contact the Motor Vehicle Administration or the Consumer Protection Division of the Office of the Attorney General.”

(2) A copy of the signed notice shall be provided to the buyer before delivery of the vehicle to the buyer.

(B) A dealer shall notify a buyer in writing if the terms of a financing or lease agreement between a dealer and a buyer are not approved by a third-party finance source within 4 days of delivery of a vehicle to the buyer.

(C) (1) If the terms of a financing or lease agreement between a dealer and a buyer are not approved by a third-party finance source, the buyer shall return the vehicle to the dealer in the same condition in which the buyer received the vehicle, except for normal wear and tear, within 2 days of receipt of the notice required under subsection (A) (B) of this section.

(2) If a buyer does not return the vehicle to the dealer as required under paragraph (1) of this subsection, the dealer may
REPOSSESS THE VEHICLE IN ACCORDANCE WITH § 12–624 OF THE COMMERCIAL LAW ARTICLE STATE LAW.

(D) (1) A DEALER AND A BUYER MAY AGREE ON NEW FINANCING OR LEASING TERMS ON RETURN OF A VEHICLE UNDER SUBSECTION (C)(1) OF THIS SECTION.

(2) (I) IF A DEALER AND A BUYER DO NOT AGREE ON NEW FINANCING OR LEASING TERMS, THE DEALER OR THE BUYER MAY CANCEL THE SALE.

(II) IF A SALE IS CANCELED UNDER SUBPARAGRAPH (I) OF THIS PARAGRAPH, THE DEALER:

1. SHALL RETURN TO THE BUYER ANY TRADE IN VEHICLE, DOWN PAYMENT, AND TITLING FEE OR TAX PAID UNDER TITLE 13, SUBTITLE 8 OF THIS ARTICLE; AND

2. MAY NOT CHARGE THE BUYER A FEE FOR THE USE OF THE VEHICLE.

1. SHALL RETURN TO THE BUYER:

A. ANY TRADE–IN VEHICLE IN THE SAME CONDITION IN WHICH THE DEALER RECEIVED THE VEHICLE;

B. ANY DOWN PAYMENT;

C. THE TITLING FEE AND EXCISE TAX PAID UNDER TITLE 13, SUBTITLE 8 OF THIS ARTICLE;

D. ANY DEALER PROCESSING CHARGE; AND

E. ANY OTHER FEE, TAX, OR CHARGE ASSOCIATED WITH THE TRANSACTION; AND

2. MAY NOT CHARGE THE BUYER A FEE FOR THE USE OF THE VEHICLE.

(E) A DEALER SHALL MAINTAIN THE REQUIRED SECURITY FOR THE VEHICLE UNDER § 17–104 OF THIS ARTICLE UNTIL THE TERMS OF THE FINANCING OR LEASE AGREEMENT BETWEEN A BUYER AND A DEALER ARE APPROVED BY A THIRD–PARTY FINANCE SOURCE.
A buyer may not waive the rights established under this section.

The provisions of Title 12, Subtitles 1 and 6 of the Commercial Law Article apply to a financing or lease agreement between a dealer and a buyer.

A violation of this section by a dealer:

1. Is an unfair and deceptive trade practice under Title 13 of the Commercial Law Article; and

2. Is subject to the enforcement and penalty provisions contained in Title 13 of the Commercial Law Article.

Subject to the provisions of this part, a licensed dealer may issue one temporary registration plate for a vehicle to the person who buys the vehicle from the dealer, whether or not the vehicle is to be registered in this State.

The dealer may not issue more than one temporary registration for any vehicle.

A licensed dealer may issue a temporary registration plate to a vehicle buyer who is subject to a penalty for lapsed security for another vehicle under § 17–106 of this article.

Before a temporary registration plate may be issued for a vehicle, the buyer of the vehicle shall complete and deliver to the dealer a temporary registration plate application, on the form that the Administration requires.

On the same day that a dealer issues a temporary registration plate for a vehicle, the dealer shall:

1. Send to the Administration a copy of the temporary registration plate application completed by the buyer of the vehicle; and

2. Electronically transmit to the Administration, in the format that the Administration requires, the vehicle, owner, insurance, and temporary registration information contained on the temporary registration plate application.

The Administration shall adopt regulations to govern the issuance of a temporary registration plate to a vehicle buyer that
ACCEPTS DELIVERY OF THE VEHICLE BEFORE ALL THE AGREEMENTS OF THE PARTIES BECOME FINAL.

SECTION 2. AND BE IT FURTHER ENACTED, That this Act shall take effect October 1, 2015.

Approved by the Governor, May 12, 2015.